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ORVIETO 

Quite easy to reach in a couple of hours from Rome to get an idea af a small 
town in Italy ,you can choose Orvieto ,in Umbria Region; it is located on the 
top of a volcanic rock, made of golden tufa stones, this wonderful city, well-
known for its cathedral, offers you a joyful atmosphere with its shops and 
wine cellars.  
Take an easy walk through its beautiful streets, stop for a glass of wine or a 
delicious cappuccino and chocolate or maybe for a mouthwatering 
porchetta sandwich at the local market. 
Visit the famous St. Patrick Well, enjoy the views on the breathtaking 
countryside and do not forget the chance of going underground to see how 
people transformed their basements in caves and tunnels to work there and 
age wine and cheese.  
Here you can enjoy a good traditional lunch or the classical Italian Breakfast 
with a gorgeous cappuccino,and you can visit the St Patrick well from inside 
in fact, , this well was built, based on a plan of Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane, 
The St. Patrick well, completed in 1537, is 62 meters deep and, at the inside, 
two double-spiraled stairwells were made, planned for easier transportation 
of water,now you can step on it visiting the well. 
Pick up and drop off will be at your accommodation / hotel or b&b in Rome 
from 7.30 a.m to 9 a.m  the first ,the drop off at the end of the tour;  
you can plan and decide your tour according to your wishes  
Meals  and tickets to attractions are not included; 
we can suggest you places where to eat or similar but this is not our priority, 
we ll do it only upon your request.  
Our driver and vehicle must be back not later than 10 pm. 
Tips are strongly appreciated at the end of a good service ! 
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